Abstract-Unlike the space of received words generated by substitution errors, the space of received words generated by insertion errors is infinite. Given an arbitrary code, it is therefore possible for there to exist an infinite number of received words that are unique to a particular codeword. This work explores the extent to which an arbitrary insertion-correcting code can take advantage of this fact. For a particular codeword c of length n, we are interested in two specific measures. The first is the fraction of received words of length n + t which are unique to c. The second is the fraction of insertion histories of length t which give rise to received words of length n + t that are unique to c. The first measure is the probability of uniquely decoding when t insertion occur, if all possible length n+t received words are equally likely. The second measure is the probability of uniquely decoding when t consecutive insertions occur, and each insertion position and element are selected uniformly at random. We provide upper bounds on both of these measures and examine the asymptotic behavior. We also show that both measures are non-negative for at least one codeword in every code, for all t. We proceed to examine 2 types of codes for only one insertion beyond their respective guarantees, and propose an open problem, which if proved true, would explain our surprising observations. Along the way, we make the practical observation that the design parameter a of a VT-code can be selected to maximize the code's effectiveness for decoding 2 or more insertions. Finally, we analyze the set of sequences used to derive our upper bounds.
I. INTRODUCTION
Codes correcting insertions or error patterns composed of insertions have historically been important to problems in synchronization and communication [12] . Recently, such codes have been useful for DNA storage as well [11] . Researchers have had little luck in finding insertion correcting codes of optimal cardinality. However, progress has been made on finding upper and lower bounds on the optimal cardinality of such codes [10] , [9] . The most famous code believed to be optimal is the VT-code [1] , which corrects a single insertion or deletion.
In this paper we focus on the how likely it is that a received word (termed senseword) will be uniquely decodable for an arbitrary insertion correcting code. This problem is particularly relevant to long term storage problems. For example, in the DNA-storage problem, only one copy of the stored data may exist, especially if the information was stored in DNA thousands of years in the past. It is therefore very desirable for a code to have a reasonable chance of being uniquely decodable beyond the guarantee, especially if no other properties are compromised.
Consider a channel where t consecutive insertions occur. We refer to the temporal list of inserted elements and insertion positions as an insertion history. If at each step, the insertion position is chosen uniformly at random, and the inserted element is chosen uniformly at random, we refer to this channel as the uniform t-insertion channel. If a particular codeword c in a code C is transmitted through this channel, then the probability that unique decoding occurs is equal to the number of t-insertion histories where a senseword unique to c is obtained, divided by the total number of t-insertion histories. Now consider the insertion channel which makes t insertions and outputs each distinct length n + t senseword with equal probability. The probability of uniquely decoding for a particular codeword c is equal to the fraction of unique sensewords in c's insertion ball. We refer to this as the uniform t-supersequence channel.
Clearly, we can make optimizations using these measures over codes of a particular cardinality, length, and errorcorrection capability. While it is not yet clear how to perform such optimizations in a non-exhaustive manner, upper bounds on the measures are useful because they help us understand how effective a code can possibly be for uniquely decoding a given number of insertions, without solving the optimization problems explicitly. The bounds can thus be used as a reference when designing codes, and can potentially be used to prove theorems involving arbitrary insertion correcting codes.
Our main combinatorial result used to derive the upper bounds is related to a result derived in [3] by Vladimir Levinshtein. In [3] , the problem of reconstructing a sequence after repeatedly transmitting it through a noisy channel was studied. This problem was studied for several channels, including the insertion channel. For a given number of insertions, a closed form was found for the number of distinct sensewords that guarantees unique reconstruct-ability of the original sequence. This formula is equal to one plus the maximum possible intersection cardinality of the insertion balls corresponding to two arbitrary non-identical sequences. In contrast, we find a closed form for the minimum possible intersection cardinality of the insertion balls corresponding to two arbitrary nonidentical sequences.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we present the necessary preliminaries. In section III
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we prove the main combinatorial theorem that gives the upper bounds of interest, and consider several asymptotics. In section IV, we examine VT-codes and a particular repetition under our new framework, and observe some unexpected behavior. In section V, we discuss the class of sequence pairs used to derive our upper bound. We conclude the paper in section IV.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Let F q = {0, 1, . . . , q − 1} be an alphabet containing q symbols. Then F n q is the set of all length n words over the alphabet F q . If a ∈ F q , we denote the word aa . . . a n a's by a n . We use the terms word and sequence interchangeably.
Let x ∈ F n q . We define an insertion as the addition of an element from F q into some position in x. We define a deletion as the removal of an element from x. If t insertions occur, the resulting word is referred to as a t-supersequence of x. Similarly, if t deletions occur, the resulting word is referred to as a t-subsequence of x. A substring is a contiguous subsequence of a word. Given a word, a run is a substring a n , and the potential elements on both sides of a n are not
q , is defined as the minimum number of insertions and deletions necessary to transform x into y.
The t-insertion ball of x is the set of all words in F n+t q that are formed by inserting t symbols into x. We denote the t-insertion ball of x by I t (x). It is known that |I t (x)| = t i=0 n+t i (q − 1) i for any word x ∈ F n q . Similarly, the t-deletion ball of x is the set of all words in F n−t q formed by deleting t symbols from x. We denote the t-deletion ball of x by D t (x). Unfortunately, a general formula for |D t (x)| is not known. However in the t = 1 case, we have that |D 1 (x)| = r(x). where r(x) is the number of runs in x. Here, a run is defined as a contiguous block of a's in x where a ∈ F q .
Because |I t (x)| is independent of the exact length n sequence x, we will sometimes use the expression I t (n, q) to mean the number of sequences in the q-ary t-insertion ball of a length n sequence.
We define a t-insertion correcting code to be a set of codewords C ⊆ F n q such that I t (c 1 ) ∩ I t (c 2 ) = ∅ ∀c 1 , c 2 ∈ C, c 1 = c 2 Similarly, we define a t-deletion correcting code to be a set of codewords
It was shown that C is a t-insertion correcting code if and only if it is a t-deletion correcting code. Furthermore, it was also shown that C is a t-insertion correcting code if and only if d L (c 1 , c 2 ) > 2t ∀c 1 , c 2 ∈ C, c 1 = c 2 . We denote the minimum Levinshtein distance of an insertion/deletion correcting code by d min .
Varshamov-Tenengolts codes introduced in [1] are commonly used single-insertion correcting codes defined as the set of all words x = (x 1 , ...,
Varshamov-Tenengolts codes are perfect, and have maximum cardinality for n = 1, ..., 9 when a = 0. It is conjectured, though unproven that Varshamov-Tenengolts codes have maximum cardinality for all values of n when a = 0. We refer to the the Varshamov-Tenengolts code of length n with parameter a as V T a (n). Some excellent general resources on insertions and deletions can be found here: [5] , [7] , [6] .
We now introduce what is known as Levinshtein's reconstruction problem [3] . Consider the problem of repeatedly transmitting a word x ∈ F n q through a noisy channel. One can ask how many distinct channel outputs are required to guarantee unique reconstruction of the original word. In the case of the insertion channel, it was observed by Levinshtein that the number of required channel outputs is equal to one plus the maximum intersection of the t-insertion balls corresponding to two distinct sequences in F n q . Levinshtien defined this maximum intersection as
He showed that
Thus, with 1 +
Later, Sala found a formula for the number of distinct supersequences that are required to guarantee unique reconstruction if the words belong to an insertion correcting code [8] . In his framework, Y is of length n, X is of length n + t − k, and the common supersequences are of length n + t. The Levinshtein distance constraint is then t − k + 2 , and t ≥ k ≥ . In Sala's paper, N + q (n, t, k, ) was defined as:
and was found to equal:
In this paper we consider two channels which insert t elements into a sequence. We refer to the first such channel as the uniform t-insertion channel. In this channel, t consecutive insertions are made, and at each step, the insertion position is chosen uniformly at random, and the inserted element is chosen uniformly at random. We refer to the temporal list of inserted elements and insertion positions as an insertion history. If a particular codeword c in a code C is transmitted through this channel, then the probability that unique decoding occurs is equal to the number of insertion histories where a unique senseword to c is obtained, divided by the total number of insertion histories.
We refer to the second channel as the uniform tsupersequence channel. This channel makes t insertions and each distinct length n + t senseword is output with equal probability. The probability of uniquely decoding when a particular codeword c is sent is equal to the fraction of unique sensewords in c's insertion ball.
In this paper, we introduce two models for optimizing the choice of code to maximize the probability of uniquely decoding beyond the code's guarantee for one of the two channels above.
In the first model, our objective is to find the code C ⊆ F n q which maximize the minimum probability W t (C) of decoding t insertions over all codewords c in C, while keeping the d min , |C|, q, and n fixed. The optimal solution guarantees that no matter which codeword is transmitted, the probability of uniquely decoding is at least W t (C) if t insertions occur. This model addresses the worst case distribution on the codeword sent. We refer to a code that achieves W * t (C) for t insertions as W t optimal.
In the second model, our objective is to find the code C that maximizes the average probability U t (C) of decoding a codeword in C ⊆ F n q for t insertions, while keeping the d min , |C|, q, and n fixed. This model finds the code with optimal probability of uniquely decoding t insertions, assuming each codeword is equally likely to be sent. We refer to a code that achieves U * t (C) for t insertions as U t optimal.
III. UPPER BOUND
In this section we prove the main combinatorial theorem, and use it to upper bound the performance measures of interest for length n insertion correcting codes.
We begin by recalling a recursion for the intersection cardinality of two insertion balls. This recursion was discovered by Levinshtein in [3] .
This recursion will be crucial to the derivation that follows. We define the minimum intersection of the insertion balls of two sequences as
where n 1 , n 2 , t 1 , t 2 , q ∈ N and t 1 + n 1 = t 2 + n 2 . We proceed to find a closed form forN
Theorem 1. Let n 1 , n 2 , t 1 , t 2 ∈ N and t 1 + n 1 = t 2 + n 2 . Then, we havë
Proof: First, we will show that
for all n 1 , n 2 , t 1 , t 2 , q ∈ N where t 1 + n 1 = t 2 + n 2 . We will then prove that
Without loss of generality, suppose that n 1 ≤ n 2 . We observe that for a sequence to be in the intersection of I t1 (0 n1 ) and I t2 (1 n2 ), the sequence must contain at least n 1 zeros and n 2 ones. Thus if t 2 < n 1 , we have that
To count the number of length N sequences with N − k ones, we first observe that the set S 0n 1 containing all ksupersequences of 0 n1 that contain no ones has cardinality equal to I k−n1 (n 1 , q − 1). Let A k (T ) be the set of all sequences formed by inserting k ones into a sequence T .
To count the number of sequences in A k (T 1 ), we can view each of the k + 1 spaces adjacent to sequence elements in T 1 as a labeled bin, and the N − k ones that will be inserted into the sequence as N − k unlabeled balls that are being tossed into the k + 1 bins.
Using the formula, for unlabeled balls tossed into labeled bins, we see that
Summing over the possible values of k, we obtain
We proceed to show that
The property trivially holds for N = 0. For N = 1, |I 0 (0)∩ I 0 (1)| = 0 while in any other case, the cardinality must be ≥ 0 since set cardinalities are always non-negative.
Suppose the property holds for all 0 ≤ N ≤ T . For N = T + 1, we consider the pair of sequences X = 0 n1 and Y = 1 n2 for any n 1 , n 2 , t 1 , t 2 ∈ N such that t 1 + n 1 = t 2 + n 2 = T + 1. From claim 2, we see that
Now consider two arbitrary sequences
By the inductive hypothesis,
Thus, if a = b,
If a = b, we have
By the inductive hypothesis, we have
We thus have that
We will complete the proof by showing that
To show the above, it suffices to prove that
We begin by manipulating the left side of the inequality.
where
and
We now manipulate the right side of the inequality.
Thus, we have
This proves,
and we have proved the inductive step.
We are now ready to prove the upper bounds of interest. Consider any length n insertion correcting code C with cardinality ≥ 2. Then for any codeword c in C, consider the number of (n + t)-supersequences that are unique to the codeword c. The following theorem provides an upper bound for this quantity.
Theorem 2. Let C ⊆ F n q be any insertion correcting code. Then for any codeword c ∈ C, we have that the number of (n + t)-supersequences that are unique to c is upper bounded by
Proof: In addition to c, there must exist another codeword c since |C| ≥ 2. The quantity |I t (c) ∩ I t (c )| must be greater than or equal tö
as proved in theorem 1. Thus the number of unique sequences in I t (c) must be less than or equal to
The following direct corollary is an upper bound on the fraction of length (n + t)-supersequences that are unique to the codeword c. It is thus an upper bound on the probability of error for any codeword under the uniform t-supersequence channel.
Corollary 1. Let C ⊆ F n q be any insertion correcting code. Then for any codeword c, we have that the fraction of (n + t)-supersequences in c's t-insertion ball that are unique to c is upper bounded by
In addition to providing an upper bound on the fraction of unique supersequences for a particular codeword, the formula above clearly serves as an upper bound on W t and U t for the uniform t-supersequence channel.
The upper bound on the fraction of unique supersequences approaches zero for q = 2 as t goes to infinity as proved in lemma 2. We've noticed that as t increases, the upper bound approaches zero, regardless of q. This is exemplified in figure   1 , and is intuitive to us because as the number of insertions increases, a fewer fraction of the elements are fixed in the sequences 0 n and 1 n used to prove theorem 1. Figure 1 also suggests that as q increases, it takes longer for the percentage to approach 0. It is clear from the formula, that t must be at least n for the upper bound to be below 1, but figure 1 also suggests that as n increases, it takes longer for the bound to approach 0 from the time at which t = n.
Lemma
Where the last equality follows from the fact that the n extra terms in the denominator are dominated by the other terms as t becomes sufficiently large and are thus insignificant with respect to the limit. To improve this upper bound for a code at minimum Levinshtein distance d min , we can find the minimum intersection cardinality over all pairs of sequences that have maximum Levinshtein distance d min , and repeat the above derivation for the upper bound on the unique supersequence fraction. This will allow the bound to leave 1 before t = n, making the bound more useful to codewords that have close neighbors in Levinshtein distance.
We have not yet proved that the probability of unique decoding for the uniform t-insertion channel goes to 0 as t goes to infinity, though we have strong evidence this is true. We've derived one upper bound on the probability of unique decoding using theorem 1, though it is uninformative asymptotically.
Lemma 3. For codeword c in an arbitrary insertion correcting code C, the number of insertion histories where a non-unique supersequence is formed, is lower bounded by
Proof: There are at least
j n+t k t-supersequences that are non-unique to the codeword. Consider one non-unique t-supersequence s. For s, consider one possible set of insertions which form s There are t! distinct insertion histories which form s using that set of insertions. The result follows.
Corollary 2. For codeword c in an arbitrary insertion correcting code C. For the uniform t-insertion channel, the probability of unique decoding is upper bounded by
.
Proof: The number of total possible insertion histories is
The result follows from the above lemma and this fact.
We now provide strong evidence that the probability of unique decoding for the uniform t-insertion channel goes to 0 as t goes to infinity. Over all codes where n and q are fixed, consider the code/codeword pair (C, c) where the codeword c ∈ C has the maximum possible fraction of t-insertion histories which give t-supersequences unique to c. Clearly, there exists such a code with cardinality 2. We conjecture that C = {0 n , 1 n } is one such code, regardless of q because 0 n and 1 n have no elements in common. We also confirmed this through exhaustive search for many small cases. In the following lemmas, we find a formula for the number of unique insertion histories for 1 n in C explicitly, and show that as t goes to infinity, the fraction of unique insertion histories goes to 0. If our conjecture is true, this clearly implies that for any codeword in any code, the fraction of unique insertion histories goes to 0 as t goes to infinity. This is intuitive because as shown in the binary case, the fraction of unique sensewords goes approaches 0, and for each unique senseword, there are only so many corresponding insertion histories.
Lemma 4.
Consider the code C = {0 n , 1 n }. The number of t-insertion histories for 1 n which give unique sensewords is n−1 i=0 t i Π t j=1 (n + j). This is the same for 0 n . Proof: The only insertion histories for 1 n which give unique sensewords are clearly the insertion histories where less than n zeros are inserted. Suppose exactly i out of the t insertions are zeros. Then the number of such insertion histories is (n + j) insertion histories for 0 n Corollary 3. Consider the code C = {0 n , 1 n }. The fraction of length t insertion histories for 1 n which give unique sensewords is
. This is the same for 0 n .
Lemma 5.
Proof:
Consider all pairs of q-ary length n sequences. Over all pairs, for all t, if 1 n in pair {1 n , 0 n } has the minimum number of t-insertion histories which give rise to supersequences that are in its co-sequence's t-insertion ball, then our conjecture will be proved. There probably exists an inductive proof similar to that in lemma 1 once the correct recursions are found.
Conjecture 1.
Consider all pairs of q-ary length n sequences. Over all pairs, for all t, 1 n in pair {1 n , 0 n } has the minimum number of t-insertion histories which give rise to supersequences that are in its co-sequence's t-insertion ball.
Conjecture 2. For all codewords c in all codes C, the fraction of unique insertion histories approaches 0 as t goes to infinity.
In addition to showing upper bounds on the probabilities of unique decoding, we can show that for both insertion channels and every code C, there exists some codeword where the probability of unique decoding is non-zero. We proceed to prove this using the following lemma.
Lemma 6. There exists no code C and integer t such that all t-supersequences corresponding to codewords in C are nonunique.
Proof: Suppose such a code C existed. Consider a codeword c with maximal value of r r (c), where r r (c) is the length of the right-most run in c. Consider the supersequence s formed by duplicating the right-most element t times. Let a be the substring of c to the left of c's rightmost run. Then one or more length n subsequences of s must be codewords in C that are distinct from c. Any such codeword c must be of the form xy where x is a strict subsequence of a, and y is the rightmost element of c repeated n − |a| times. However, since x is a strict subsequence, y must be of length greater than r r (c). Thus, c has a rightmost run of length greater than r r (c). This is a contradiction. Corollary 4. U t (C) is strictly positive for all codes C, for the uniform t-insertion channel and the uniform t-supersequence insertion channel.
Proof: This follows directly from theorem 6. With our new bounds, we are now ready to explore unique decodability beyond half the Levinshtein distance of some common insertion correcting codes.
IV. A DISCUSSION ON CODES
The most practical value of t to first consider is dmin 2 + 1 i.e. one greater than the guaranteed number of correctable insertions. In this section, we focus on this problem for the uniform t-supersequence channel, though we are equally interested in the uniform t-insertion channel. First, we explicitly calculate W n 2 and U n 2 for a code whose error correction capability is n 2 − 1. Observe that this a constant positive fraction of the codeword length n as n increases. We then examine W 2 and U 2 for the VT-code, a code which always corrects 1 insertion, regardless of n. These examples will serve as the intuition behind a conjecture we form about insertion correcting codes in general.
The following binary code
optimal and U n 2 optimal for n = 4 and n = 6. We suspect that it is both W n 2 optimal and U n 2 optimal for all even values of n. Furthermore, this code has maximum cardinality over all binary ( n 2 − 1)-insertion correcting codes of length n for n = 4 and n = 6, and we believe that the code has maximum cardinality over all binary ( n 2 −1)-insertion correcting codes for all even values of n. We will refer to the code as the (4, n 2 )-repetition code. We proceed to calculate W n 2 and U n 2 for the (4, n 2 )-repetition code for an arbitrary value n. We will first find the number of unique 
Proof: To perform our calculation, we will first characterize the sequences in each of the 6 intersections between pairs of insertion balls.
The intersection of the n 2 -insertion balls for 0 n and 1 n is empty because any sequence in 0 n 's insertion ball, contains at most n 2 ones, and thus can not be a supersequence of 1 n . Any sequence in the intersection of the We will now count the number of non-unique supersequences in the n 2 -insertion balls corresponding to each of the codewords, thus allowing us to calculate the number of unique supersequneces for each of the codewords.
Consider the codeword 0 n . Each sequence in I n ) because a sequence in one ball cannot have the same number of ones as a sequence in the other ball. Clearly, the only sequence in the intersection of I n
Similarly, the only sequence in the intersection of I n
Proof: This follows directly from lemma 7. 
Similarly,
This means that RP 4,
is asymptotically both U n 2 and W n 2 optimal. Furthermore, this means that asymptotically, RP 4,
can be thought of as a n 2 insertion-correcting code under the uniform t-supersequence channel. Now let us consider the single insertion correcting VT-code. Given a code length n, it is known that a = 0 always gives the highest cardinality, though there are often multiple values of a that give rise to VT-codes of maximal cardinality.
Among a values that give maximum cardinality, we can select the one which maximizes W t , or U t for some t > 1 of our interest. For example, we can find such a code and decode for t = 2 naively, for many commonly used values of n. Given any algorithm for decoding 1 insertion, 2 insertions could be decoded by simply running that decoding algorithm on each of the 1-subsequences of the senseword and checking whether the decoding is a codeword.
We observed that by varying a, W 2 , and U 2 can change significantly for smaller n, making this a practical observation for relatively small n. However, as n increases, W 2 , and U 2 appear to approach 0. This is in stark contrast to what we observed for the unique decodability of 1 extra insertion for RP 4,n . Through our observations, we ask the following two questions.
For a length n insertion correcting code C which at corrects some positive fixed fraction of n as n goes to infinity, is it always true that for any codeword c ∈ C, the fraction of unique ( dmin 2 + 1)-supersequences to c approaches 1 as n goes to infinity?
For a length n maximum cardinality insertion correcting code C which corrects some fixed constant number of insertions regardless of n, is it always true that for any codeword c ∈ C, the the fraction of unique ( dmin 2 + 1)-supersequences to c approaches 0 as n goes to infinity?
V. MINIMUM INTERSECTION ACHIEVING SEQUENCE PAIRS
We proceed to show that all pairs of sequences at maximum Levinshtein distance achieve the minimum intersection cardinality. We will then count the number of such pairs, thus lower bounding the number of minimum intersection achieving sequence pairs. In addition to providing a better understanding of our problem, this analysis can potentially aid in codeword selection.
We will accomplish the first goal by finding a formula for the number of sequences in the insertion ball intersection for an arbitrary maximum distance sequence pair. We will then show that the intersection cardinality for the insertion balls of 0 n1 and 1 n2 can be written as the formula for the intersection cardinality of any maximum distance pair. Because the pair 0 n1 , 1 n2 achieves the minimum intersection cardinality in our proof of theorem 1, we will have proved that all maximum distance pairs achieve the minimum intersection cardinality.
Lemma 9. Let n 1 , n 2 , t 1 , t 2 ∈ N and N = t 1 + n 1 = t 2 + n 2 . Then for any length n 1 sequence X and any length n 2 sequence Y such that d L (X, Y ) = n 1 + n 2 , we have that Y only contains elements from some subset B of the alphabet F q , and X only contains elements from the subset F q \ B. Letting q B = |B|, we have that
we have that X and Y do not have any elements in common. Thus we consider the set of elements in Y as a new alphabet B, which is clearly a subset of the alphabet F q . We then consider the subset F q \B as the alphabet for X.
To count the number of sequences in I t1 (X) ∩ I t2 (Y ), we partition the sequences based on the number n 1 +k of elements from F q \ B that the sequence contains. Given some value of k, there are I k (n 1 , q − q B ) possibilities for the sequences's subsequence of elements from F q \ B.
A sequence in I t1 (X) ∩ I t2 (Y ) with k additional elements from F q \ B must have N − n 1 − k elements from B. Given k, there are I N −k−n1−n2 (n 2 , q B ) possibilities for the sequence's subsequence of elements from B.
Given the sequence's length n 1 + k subsequence T X of elements from F q \ B and the sequence's length N − n 1 − k subsequence T Y of elements from B, the number of possible sequences containing both of these subsequences is the number of ways T Y can be interleaved with T X . This can be counted using a balls and bins approach.
We consider the n 1 + k + 1 possible insertion positions into T X as labeled bins, and the N − k − n 1 positions of elements from T Y as unlabeled balls. There are thus
ways for T Y to be interleaved with T X k can range from 0 to N − n 1 − n 2 so we have
Lemma 10. Let n 1 , n 2 , t 1 , t 2 ∈ N and N = t 1 +n 1 = t 2 +n 2 . Consider any subset B ∈ F q such that 1 ≤ q B ≤ q − 1, where q B = |B|. Then,
Proof: Using a similar approach as in lemma 9, we will choose a sub-alphabet for the sequence 1 n2 , and a sub-alphabet for 0 n1 . 0 n1 and 1 n2 have no elements in common. So, the alphabet A for 1 n2 can be chosen to be any subset of F q such that 1 ∈ A, and 0 / ∈ A, and |A| = q B . Once the alphabet for 1 n2 is chosen, the alphabet for 0 n1 will be F q \ A. Thus, we have that
by following the proof in lemma 9
Lemma 11. Let n 1 , n 2 , t 1 , t 2 ∈ N and N = t 1 + n 1 = t 2 + n 2 . Then for any length n 1 sequence X and any length n 2 sequence Y such that d L (X, Y ) = n 1 + n 2 , we have that
Proof: This follows directly from the two preceding lemmas along with lemma 1.
We have shown that all maximum distance sequence pairs achieve the minimum intersection cardinality for all values of t. We now count the number of pairs that achieve this with the simplifying condition that q ≤ n 1 , q ≤ n 2 .
Lemma 12. Let n 1 , n 2 ∈ N and q ≤ n 1 , q ≤ n 2 . If n 1 = n 2 , then the number of pairs X, Y of sequences over the alphabet q where
If n 1 = n 2 , then the number of pairs equals
Proof: We first partition the possible pairs (X, Y ) based on the number i of distinct elements contained in X or Y . For each value of i, there are q i ways to choose the elements. Clearly, i ranges from 2 to q because we must have at least 2 elements for X and Y to have edit distance n 1 + n 2 .
For each value of i, we then partition the pairs based on the number j of distinct elements that X contains out of the i distinct elements selected for the pair. Of course Y contains the remaining i − j distinct elements. For each value of j, there are i j ways to select the elements X contains. Surely, j ranges from 1 to i − 1 since both X and Y must contain at least one element.
Fixing the sets of distinct elements used by X and Y , the number of pairs of sequences is S X S Y where S X is the number of possible sequences X can be and S Y is the number of possible sequences Y can be. S X is equivalent to the number of words of length n 1 using all i letters of an alphabet at least once. Using the inclusion-exclusion principle, this is found to be If n 1 = n 2 , then the pair (X, Y ) = (Y, X). Therefore, we are double counting in the above expression if n 1 = n 2 . Thus, if n 1 = n 2 , the number of pairs is Corollary 5. Let n 1 , n 2 , t 1 , t 2 ∈ N, N = t 1 + n 1 = t 2 + n 2 and q ≤ n 1 , q ≤ n 2 . Consider all pairs of sequences such that one sequence X is length n 1 and the other sequence Y is length n 2 . If n 1 = n 2 , then the number of such pairs where |I t1 (X) ∩ I t2 (Y )| =N + q (n 1 , n 2 , t 1 , t 2 ) is greater than or equal to Proof: Since all pairs of sequences of distance n 1 + n 2 achieve the minimum, it follows from the previous lemma that the number of minimum achieving sequences is lower bounded by this expression.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we examined the unique decodability of insertion correcting codes beyond the guaranteed number of correctable number of insertions. We focused on this problem for two probabilstic channels, namely the uniform t-insertion channel, and the uniform t-supersequence channel. We computed upper bounds on the probability of unique decoding for both channels. For the uniform t-supersequence channel, we proved that the probability of unique decoding approaches 0 as t goes to infinity in the binary case. We gave very strong evidence that the probability of unique decoding for the uniform t-insertion channel also approaches 0, though the full proof is left as an open problem. Furthermore, we proved that for every code, there exists a codeword which has a nonnegative probability of unique decoding for all values of t.
For the (4, n 2 ) repetition code, we proved that for all codewords c, the probability of unique decoding from 1 insertion more than its guarantee goes to 1 as n goes to infinity. For the V T 0 (n) code, we observed using exhaustive search for several values of n, that the probability of unique decoding from 1 insertion more than its guarantee goes to 0 as n increases. This leads us to pose the following two questions about the uniform t-supersequence channel: If a length n code asymptotically corrects an b , a > 0, b > 0 insertions as the codeword length n increases, is it true that for all codewords c, the probability of unique decoding from 1 insertion more than its guarantee always goes to 1 as n goes to infinity? For a length n maximum cardinality insertion correcting code which always corrects some fixed constant number of insertions regardless of n, is it true that for all codewords c, the probability of unique decoding from 1 insertion more than its guarantee always goes to 0 as n goes to infinity?
Finally, we analyzed the pairs of sequences use to derive our upper bound. Specifically, we showed that all pairs of sequences at maximum Levinshtein distance achieve the minimum insertion-ball intersection cardinality for all t, and we counted the number of such sequences when the alphabet size is less than the sequence length.
